**To Have Original Cast**

**Winner Of Fulltime Prize In Drama Opens Monday At College**

Opening Monday, October 23, for a two nights engagement at the Col- lumbia College Theatre, "The Green Pastures," celebrated drama by Marc Connelly and Illustrated by Sidney E. Maier, will open with the original cast which for the past three seasons has been delighting New York and Chicago.

Headed by Mrs. F. W. Wilson, Harrison in the role of the "Loved" the cast num-

bers over one hundred. In the cast are chosen rendering negro spirituals. The cast in the "Loved," the character of the negroes created by the negroes.

Awarded prizes in this drama the play is adapted from the book "Of Miss America," by Norwood Rook Bradford. It depicts the reli-

gion of the negroes and their the folk who seem to be more than what they might well be completely ruined by the many of them who don't know how to be firm when too much provided. Heaven is a place of emo-

tional fulfills and justification look hard for the "Loved.

The play itself is written in a series of short sketches with entrancing and constructive to the destruction. In Jerusalem, there is a feeling of jumbled up bits but later a feeling of unity around the general theme of the simple religion beliefs of the folk we have been picking chief credit for the pheno-

menal success of "The Green Pastures" has enjoyed can be given to Harrison in the role of the "Loved.

Perfectly fitted physically for this dif-

ficult role too, is the perfect that of a god who is more of a kindly and wise over the race and their

writural being.

Douglas Loscheplar believes that if this play will be produced again within the next decade, it will again be because of the difficulty of catching the leading role. It is \n only the time that Colombians will have a chance to see it and it is probable that the cast will detail at the end of the present tour.

**Announce Issue Of Carolinian**

The first issue of The Carolinian will appear on Wednesday, October 11, it was announced by W. F. Simpson, business manager of the paper. This year will be entirely humorous with the literary features of past years eliminated.

The change from the old form to the form used this year was decided upon after the publication was

from the student activity fee by the Board of Trustees. This year The Carolinian will be given free to all student subscriptions and an extended

drive is being made to obtain as many as possible before the first issue. Sub-

scriptions to be made through Mon to Friday or through W. F. Simpson, business

James B. Blackwell is the editor for the first semester and Fred Youngblood of Savannah, Georgia, is art editor.

**Eastern States Writer**

**Comments On Bird**

Stan Baumgartner, the Philadelphia Inquirer: "South Carolina's one sniper was a combination of the thrill-

ing 40 yard pass, which was followed a moment later with a wild dash of 20 yards through the Cherry and White line."

"For a moment the battle took on the appearance of a rout in the last stand of the South Carolina Flooring in a frenzy by crossing the Temple goal line."

"The score came with the sudden-

ness of a bolt of lightning following Tempestuous thunder. It came only a moment after the kickoff which followed Temple's fourth touchdown. "Manley, the Comecock's brightest star of the night, volleyed the pass back to his own 20 yard line. And then another play, this time a pass to the Cherry and White line failed to gain, this doughfield general faded back to his own 30 and hauled a 40 yard pass to Craig. For a moment it seemed that if the Come-

cock's, his spurs clipping back after chalk mark to pieces, would

**When you happen upon someone across a field**

...and he offers you a pipe-load of tobacco, he doesn't make any speeches about it. He just says...

"It's made to smoke in a pipe...and folks seem to like Granger."
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